Abstract: The aim of this paper is to examine some problems related to robot control in an output sensory space, with focus on the particular case of visual sensors. A single sensor is here considered as a mapping from SE3 to ~. This assumption allows us to set that the related jacobian is a particular set of screws, which authorizes some unification in the analysis. Then, we define the concept of virtual linkage as a way of expressing the constraints induced by the sensors. We then use the redundancy approach of C. Samson in order to design a correct task function, specifying in that way the right output working space. Some facts in the control are then recalled.
Introduction

Notation
The following notation will be employed:
Let E be the three-dimensional affine euclidean space, the related vector space being ~3. The configuration space of a rigid body, which is also the frame configuration space, is the Lie group of displacements, SEa (Special Euclidean Group), isomorphic to 1~ 3 x S03 where S03 is the group of rotations. It is a six-dimensional differential manifold. An element of SE3, called a 'position' (i.e. location and attitude owing to the previous isomorphism) is denoted as e. The tangent space to SE3 at identity is denoted as sea, and its dual, or cotangent space, se~. sea is a Lie algebra isomorphic to the Lie algebra of equiprojective fields of E in ~3, which means that any element (field) of sea is no more than the classical velocity screw. A screw H is also defined by its vector u and the value of its field in a point P of E. We may therefore write: H = (H(P), u).
Frornes ore denoted as F, with origin O. A given screw expressed in F is then also a vector in lq s. Finally, the velocity of a frame F~ with respect to a frame Fj is denoted as [ 0 In] Itmaybe The screw product is the bilinear mapping associated with /3 0 " written, for any considered point P:
~I .H2 =< u1,~2(e) > ÷ < u2,~(e) > (I)
where <, > is the usual scalar product between two vectors of ~3. Let S be a screw space.
The screw product induces an isomorphism between 3: and its dual S*, which is itself a screw space.
We will denote the skew-symmetric matrix associated with a vector of ~s as As(.); a matrix A (n x n) will be said positive if zrAx > 0, Vz ~ 0 e l~ n.
We will also consider a rigid robot, the state equation of which is given by
r = M(q) # + N (q, ~/, t) , dim(q) = dim(r) = n (2)
where r is the vector of applied external forces (actuator torques), M is the kinetics energy matrix, N gathers gravity, centrifugal, Coriolis and friction forces, and (q, ~), the joint position and velocity, is the state vector of the system.
It is assumed that an actuator is associated to every degree of freedom of the robot.
We will also assume here for simplicity that n = 6. Let F6 be a frame linked to the 'last' body, and F0 a reference frame. The robot jacobian, J, is the jacobian associated to the mapping from q E R s to the position of Fs with respect to Fo. We do not consider here the case where J(q) falls singular. Some techniques to cope with this problem are presented in [11] .
A Flavour of the Problem
Decoupling and linearizing (2) in the joint space is trivial as soon as the dynamics is known and computed. However, control in joint space is generally of little interest for the user: it is at least wished to control the position of Fs. The ideal decoupling and linearizing control takes then the form:
where Wi(q,t)(i = 1,... ,n) is the partial derivative of the i-th row of jr(q) with respect to q, and u the new control vector. The need for nonsingularity of J(q) appears here. Nevertheless, this kind of control, in SEa, is not suitable in more complex (and interesting) applications, especially when exteroceptive sensors are used. Another working space is then required. This situation is a particular case of the more general 'control in task space', developed in [8] and [11] , which will be briefly stated in section 4.
We will therefore try in the present paper to show how a control in sensory space, extending in some way the scheme (3), may be designed, and we will apply this approach to the case of visual sensors (other cases are examined in [11] and [4]). It should be emphasized that, in robotics, this area, known as 'visual servoing', is not as largely investigated as classical robot vision. Some relevant references are [2], [5] , [6] , [7] , [13] , [14] , [12] . The related works will not be discussed here, since done in [3] , to which we refer the reader.
In fact, modelling aspects and design of the adequate task function (i.e. of the output space associated to (2)) are the most delicate points, and we shall focus the development on these aspects. Section 2 will be therefore devoted to general considerations on sensorenvironment interactions; the concept of hybrid task (i.e combining tasks expressed in SE3
and in a sensory space) is presented in section 3, while section 4 examines the specific case of visual features. Finally experimental results are presented in section 51 followed by few remarks on the need for on-line estimation schemes.
Modelling of Sensor-environment Interaction
The Interaction Screw
We restrict our study to the case where, formally:
• A sensor is completely defined by a C 2 mapping from SE3 to ~k.
This assumption implies in particular that, for a given sensor, relative environmental modifications of the geometrical kind are the only ones allowed to make the sensor output varying. This is true for many kinds of proximity, range force and visual sensors. Let us now link a frame Fr to the part of environment observed by the sensor, and another, hj = Hj ° VST
where VST is the velocity of the frame FT with respect to the frame Fs, • is the screw product defined above, and H 1 is a screw, the expression of which depends both on the environment characteristics and on the sensor itself. It therefore fully characterizes the interaction between a sensor and its environment, and we thus call it Interaction Screw.
The Concept of Virtual Linkage
A set of compatible and independent constraints, s(f) -a* = O, where s* is stationary, constitutes a virtual linkage between the sensor (S) and the objects of the environment (T). Let thus V* be a virtual motion at ~ keeping constant the sensor output component si, i.e. preserving the satisfaction of the jth constraint. V* is solution of the equation:
and is therefore a screw reciprocal to Hi. Let us now return to the full sensor output vector, 8, with dimension k. The set of the motions V* leaving s invariant is S °, the subspace reciprocal to the screw subspace S spanned by the set {H1 "--Hr--" Hk} in se3.
In a position where these constraints are satisfied, the dimension, N, of S" may be called the class of the virtual linkage in ~.
• Remark: With an obvious breach of notation, equation (4) may also be written:
hj = L~" Vsr where L~" = Hi /3 0 L f is the matrix-form of the interaction screw Hi, in a given frame F and in a chosen point O. In the same way, the matrix form of the set {Ha... Hk} is called
Interaction Matriz, and is denoted as L T. With a similar breach of notation, we may write S* = Ker L T.
The interest of this approach lies both in its generality and in the unification it realizes.
Let us simply emphasize two aspects of these advantages:
• Computation: Knowing that the robot direct kinematics is a mapping from ~" to SE3, it is easy to see that every column of the robot jacobian matrix, J, is the matrix representation of a screw. In most of the computations needed in practice, the three useful transformations are therefore simply: Since the assumption made in sensor modelling leads also to consider sets of screws, it appears that the three transformations above are also the only ones to be used.
This finally allows to obtain some unity in the computational issues.
• Virtual linkage: This concept may be related to the basic kinematics of contacts, as classically used in the theory of mechanisms. The idea of virtual linkage, which may include the physical linkage when contact sensors are used, will allow us to design the wished sensor-referenced robotics tasks in a simple way. This will als0 establish a connection with the approach known in the litterature as 'hybrid control', which is traditionnaly used in control schemes involving contact force sensors. This finally shows that many types of sensors may be used within a single framework: the one of hybrid tasks which realize virtual linkages.
Tasks and Control Design
The concept of task function
The dynamic behaviour of a rigid manipulator is described by equation (2). The task to be performed may then be specified as an output function associated to (2). More precisely, it may be shown ([li D that the user's objective may in general be expressed as the regulation to zero of some n-dimensional C 2 function, e(q, t), called task function, during a time interval [13, T] . An immediate example of task function is
e(q, t) = x(q) --xd(t) (7}
where Zd(t) is for example a pararnetrization of the desired position of a robot wrist in SEa. Many other cases are presented in [11] . When sensors are used, it appears that the sensor vector s(q, t) has to contribute to the design of the task function, in a way explained later.
As detailed in [8] and [11] , the problem of regulating e is well-posed if e has some specific properties. One of them is the existence and the unicity of a C 2 ideal trajectory~ q~(t)~ such that e (q~(t), t) = 0, t E [0, 7'] and q,(O) = qo, where q0 is a given initial condition.
Oer t~
Another one, very important, is the non-singularity of the task-jacobia~ matrix ~tq, ), around qr(t). When all the required conditions are satisfied, which will be implicitly assumed in the following, the task function is said to be 'admissible'. Efficient control laws may then be designed.
Control and stability
We only give here an intuitive idea of the used approach and of the obtained results.
All the related developments may be found in [8] and [11] . Let us consider the exact decoupling and feedback linearization in the task space: in a way similar to (3), it is easy to see that an adequate control is:
with:
f(q, c), t) = 02e 025 t" + 2~qot(q,t) ~ +-~(q, )
W~(q,t)(i = 1,-..,n)is the partial derivative of the i-th row of "--'(~)a'(q,t) where with respect to q. We may choose a PD feedback of the form:
.' = -,~G (.De + 4) (10)
G and j9 being positive matrices, A and p being positive scalars, all to be tuned by the user.
The ideal control scheme (8) (10) requires a perfect knowledge of all its components, which is neither possible, nor even wished. A more realistic approach consists in generalizing the previous control as:
where the carets point out that models (approximations, estimates) are used instead of the true terms. In this general expression, all the terms but/=, D and G are allowed to be functions of q and ~, even of ~ for ,~, .f and N.
A stability analysis of the system (2) with control (11) was done by Samson ([11] ) in a nonlinear framework. Two main classes of sufficient stability conditions (in the sense of the boundedness of Ile(t)ll) were then exhibited: gain conditions (these tuning parameters leave more or less possibilities to the user) and modelling conditions. Among them, the most critical concerns the task itself, and has the form:
This essential condition allows to characterize the robustness of the task itself with regard to uncertainties and approximations.
It may already be noticed that, when we are interested in the motion of the end effector, we may write o~ = ~ ~, where ~ is the robot jacobian matrix, J. When it ~J allows is known and nonsingular, as we shall assume afterwards, the choice ~ = o~ condition (12) to be reduced to:
Hybrid Tasks
Regulating sensor signals is generally not the unique user's objective; very often, this task has to be combined with another such that a trajectory tracking.
Generally, the problem specification leads in a first step to defining a sensor-based task vector, el(q, t), with m < n independent components, the regulation of which constitutes the part of the global task which requires the use of exteroceptive sensors. How to derive such a vector when using visual sensors will be described later. A second objective, for example a desired sensor motion, might me represented in a first'glance by a second vector e2(q, t). However, el and e2 would be gathered in a single task vector e(q, t) admissible, such that the two tasks are compatible and independent.
It may indeed be shown that a more efficient way of setting the problcm consists in embedding it in the framework of task redundancy. In this approach, el is considered as prioritary, and e2 is defined as the representation of the constrained minimization of a sccondary cost function.
The Redundancy Framework
Let us assume that J = ~ is known and nonsingular everywhere needed. Let et be a mdimensional main task, with jncobian matrix J~ (= -~) in SE3, and let ho, with gradient 9~ = ~.~t, be a secondary cost function to be minimized (the choice of h, is discussed in [11] ). Minimizing h, under the constraint cl = 0 requires the subspace of motions left free by this constraint to be determined. This comes back to knowing the null space of J~, Ker di" (or the range of J~", R(J~T)) along the ideal trajectory. In other words, it has to be found any m x n full rank matrix W, such that:
along the robot's ideal trajectory, q,(t).
Once this matrix is determined, it may rather easily be shown ( [9] , [11] ) that a task function minimizing h, under the constraint el = 0 is:
where a is a positive scalar, W + is the pseudo-inverse of W, and (I,, -W+W) is an 0rthogonal projection operator on the null space of W, i.e. on that of J~.
• 
oe)
More, when a is 'small enough', then 7.1 = 0, or is positive, and we may choose:
The Specific Case of Sensor Signals
Let us know apply this approach to the use of sensor signals a8 defined in section 2.1.
Let us recall that the vector s is of dimension k. Recall that the jacobian of ~ in S~ corresponds to the interaction matrix L r. The dimension of L is 6 × k and its rank is m, N = 6 -m being the class of the associated virtual linkage.
We are interested in regulating s around a desired value or trajectory s*(t). Let C(t) be a 'combination matrix', with dimension m × k, such that the matrix CL T is of full rank m along qr(t). The main task may then be written ([lOD:
One of the advantages of the existence of C is the possibility of taking into account more sensors (k) than the actual dimension of the constraints they specify (m).
The jacobian matrix of el in SEn is then d~' = -~ = CL r and we may easily show that R(J~ r) = R(L). Owing to (15), the task to be regulated may finally be written: In many cases, C and W may be chosen constant, as assumed in the following.
Model of o~
In the control equation (11) 
.). This restriction implies that it exists a complete parametrization P of P on the open set V = f(U) C
Pi. Moreover, we assume that this parametrization is differentiable and minimal (the dimension of__P is m).
Let p a complete and unique parametrization of p in U (in the sense that a single parametrization is necessary and sufficient to represent any configuration of the scene feature p in U. The dimension of p_ is n >_ n'. If we write E = ¢(P) and _.P = ¢(P), we have (see Figure 2 ): 
whence:
P = ¢ o / o ~(~) (28)
The components sj of the 'signal sensor' will then be chosen as a function sj = a(P) such that a is differentiable, the most frequent situation being to choose for 8j a component of £.
The derivation of the interaction matrix reduces therefore to the computation of the a, OPp_ aP ~. as ~,~P ~aP expression b--P_ oP av a~ , and, often practically to the computation of y-~p-~E of. This form is not always the most adequate for an analytic computation of L T, and another method may sometimes be preferred which allows to directly obtain 0v -bT' Indeed, the i *h primitive of a sccne feature may generally be described by an equation where hi defines the kind of the primitive and the value of -Pi corresponds to one of its configurations.
In practice, the interaction matrix associated to the parametrization Pi of each primitive is computed, and the global interaction matrix associated to P is obtain by concatenation of all the elementary interaction matrices. In the sequel, hi, pi, Pi, Pi and P~ related to the ita primitive will be respectively denoted h, p, _p, P and P. By using (25), which, after change of parametrization, may be written g(X,P) = 0.
The case of tri-dimensioual primitives is treated in [3], [1] .
Knowing that the rigidity assumption implies g = 0, VX E P, we may now compute the interaction matrix L T associated to P. Differentiation of (33) gives:
Differentiating (25) leads to the wellknown optic flow equations, which may be written:
LoS = ( -1/Zo
Using (32) in (37), gives: 164 where V~ is the velocity of the camera with respect to the scene, and with: Various sensor signals may be generated from image points, as described in [3].
Straight lines
A straight line in E may be represented as the cross-section of two planes: • L = L(~,P) when _p. may be concurrently estimated.
• L, = L(p_*,P) where p_* is the value of p at s = s* which realizes et = 0. Some further assumptions are then needed. We will come back to this point later.
• L = L(~*,__P) where ~* is an estimate of p__* when no 3D information is available.
The above choices need the matrix C to be updated at the same rate as the control In the experiments we have conducted, form and dimensional assumptions were done.
Therefore, L = LI,=,.. Furthermore, the matrix C was always chosen equal to WL rg, where W is such that R (W T) = R(L), because of better obtained decoupling properties than with the choice C = WL.
Results and Concluding Remarks
SeverM examples, obtained in simulation or with an experimental testbed, are reported in [3] and [1] . We only give here a simple illustration of the proposed approach.
Let us consider a task aimed to position a camera with respect to a 'road', which is symbolized by three parallel straight lines in a plane (lateral and central white bands).
The goal position is such that the camera lies at a height V* at the middle of the right lane and that the camera axis F coincides with its direction and its axis ff is vertical.
By using equations (41) The combination matrix C is chosen equal to WLI.=°.
task vector e is obtained:
and, by using (21), the following
e = W+WL~.L.(s(~,O-~') + ~ (~-w+w) g;T (50)
The secondary task may consist in specifying a time trajectory along F, for example a constant velocity v. The associated secondary cost to be minimized is h, = ½(z(t) -zo - 
and ] = CLT ( where T and 7" which appears in ] may be obtain by estimation algorithms. A simple case, where T is assumed constant, is treated in [1] .
